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Abstract—The emergence of wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs) has made it possible to realize multimedia
delivery on tiny sensing devices. The volume and characteristics
of multimedia data is quite different from the data generated
in WSNs that has raised the need to explore communication
protocols for multimedia delivery in WMSNs. The existing studies
focus on providing quality-of-service (QoS) to each individual
source but they are not adaptive to create room for maximizing the
number of sources. In this paper, we propose a novel cross-layer
framework for QoS support in WMSNs. The objective of the
proposed framework is to maximize the capacity of the deployed
network to enhance the number of video sources given that the
QoS constraint of each individual source is also preserved. This
is achieved by implementing Wyner-Ziv lossy distributed source
coding at the sensor node with variable group of pictures (GOP)
size, exploiting multipath routing for real-time delivery and link
adaptation to enhance the bandwidth under the given bit error
rate. Hence, application requirements are mapped on joint operations of application, network, link and MAC layers to achieve the
desired QoS. Simulation results reveal that the framework admits
larger number of video sources under the satisfied distortion
constraint.
Index Terms—Cross-layer QoS, IEEE 80211e, wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs).

I. INTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs)
are rapidly gaining interest of researchers due to the
great success of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) in solving
real-world problems, such as environmental monitoring, health
monitoring, security surveillance, precision agriculture, and
industrial processes automation. They are generally composed
of wirelessly interconnected small devices that allow fetching
video, audio and still images and reporting to a sink node [1].
Recently, the research in WMSNs gained high momentum due
to the introduction of the new vision of Web of Things [32],
[33], which is evolving very rapidly considering the tremendous
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progress in the field of embedded systems that has given birth to
a great deal of tiny embedded devices and also the never ending
progress towards sophisticated communication techniques.
This has given a new dimension to WSNs and its derivatives,
WMSNs, to explore the possibility of getting recognition of
their segregated efforts by the rest of networking community.
Moreover, the support of low-power devices 6LowPAN [34] in
the development of IPv6 also inspires this study since it gives
an opportunity to integrate WMSNs with the Internet enabling
remote surveillance and monitoring.
In traditional multimedia systems, a streaming server takes
the media input from the special-purpose sophisticated devices
and broadcasts it over wideband links to a number of users
(one-to-many) subscribed for the service. The server is capable
of performing all the computationally intensive operations to
encode the media contents using any well-known encoding
technique, e.g., MPEG. The decoder on the other hand is a
relatively lightweight device operating in a slave mode to the
encoder. In contrast, multimedia sensors in WMSNs have severe resource constraints including bandwidth, energy, storage,
computation, and, therefore, complex encoding techniques
are not feasible to be applied. The communication paradigm
in WMSNs is also many-to-one in which a sink is the only
ultimate destination of all the sensor nodes and is capable
of performing complex decoding operations. Moreover, data
produced by the sensors exhibit highly spatial correlation due
to the high density of node deployment.
Multimedia support in various wireless networks, such as
broadband wireless networks, satellite networks, mobile ad hoc
networks, has been widely explored [16], [18], [31]. However,
there are several main peculiarities that make multimedia content delivery in wireless sensor networks challenging, which is
largely unexplored. Most of these challenges are unique due to
the limited resources imposed on sensor nodes, and hostile environment resulting in variable channel capacity. Transporting
video with the guaranteed quality-of-service (QoS) in WMSNs
is of prime importance due to higher rate requirements on limited and variable capacity channels. Layered approaches may
achieve very high performance in terms of the metrics related to
each of these individual layers. However, they are not jointly optimized to maximize the overall network performance. Because
of the direct coupling between the physical layer and the upper
layers, the traditional protocol stack is not efficient in WMSN.
By taking into account the resources in WMSNs, joint optimization of networking layers, i.e., cross-layer design, stands as the
most promising alternative to inefficient traditional layered protocol architectures [1], [3]. A number of cross-layer [3], [5],
[15], [28] protocols are proposed for QoS data delivery, which
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mainly focus on providing QoS to each individual stream according to the current network state, while they are not adaptive
to make room for the new sources if the available bandwidth is
not sufficient rejecting the admission straightforward.
In this paper, we investigate the cross-layer design for
maximizing the number of video sources such that the quality
of each video stream is also preserved. More specifically, it
is a bandwidth enhancement problem subject to the distortion
perceived at the sink, bandwidth reservation for each individual source, real-time packet delivery and packet reliability
constraints. Sensor nodes implement conventional encoding
algorithm for key frame generation and Wyner-Ziv lossy distributed video coding for smaller size frames, where the ratio
of key and distributed coded frames is maintained as a tradeoff
between distortion and source bit rate. These frames are routed
using a novel source directed multipath routing (SDMR)
algorithm. SDMR interacts with the underlying MAC protocol and maintains three disjoint directed paths from source
to destination, which are selected according to bandwidth,
delay and reliability requirements. MAC functions are based
on QoS supporting IEEE 802.11e MAC standard with some
enhancements in scheduling to address fairness and power
saving. At the link layer, we consider multirate transmission
modes of IEEE 802.11 and a selection of a particular mode is
made dynamically according to bandwidth requirement with
constrained link error rate. Hence, application requirements are
mapped on joint operations of application, network, MAC and
link layers to achieve the desired QoS.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides an overview of the existing approaches considering
QoS at individual layers or through cross-layer signalling in
WMSNs. In Section III, system model is presented with formal
problem definition. The proposed QoS mechanism exploiting
cross-layer signalling is presented in Section IV. Detailed
performance evaluation and simulation results are discussed in
Section V. Finally, in Section VI we draw the main conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we investigate the existing studies, which provide complete or partial QoS support for wireless multimedia
sensor networks. These studies can be grouped into cross-layer
approaches and layered approaches with routing and MAC as
two important candidate layers.
A. Cross-Layer Approaches
Cross-layer design has been advocated as the state-of-the-art
solution for resource constrained wireless networks [1] and a
great deal of research is being conducted on this perspective.
Melodia et al. proposed a cross-layer QoS architecture for
WMSNs in [3], which is based on hop-to-hop QoS contract,
receiver-based traffic scheduling, Time-Hopping Impulse radio
based MAC and dynamic channel coding algorithm. QoS parameters are negotiated from the source to the destination prior
to the flow admission using handshaking. There are a number
of limitations in this architecture. First, it relies on the reserved
path and ignores the higher failure rate of sensor nodes that in
turn causes higher path failures. Second, hop-to-hop four-way
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handshaking is an energy exhaustive operation in WMSNs and
thus incurs formidable overheads. Third, traffic scheduling is
based on TDMA, which in turn depends on the time synchronization of nodes. Incorporating the characteristics of the data
or application level information to cross-layer designs assists
a great deal in achieving optimized data delivery. In [15], the
entropy tracking algorithm is proposed to adapt the transmission rates of sensor nodes based on environmental variations
and underlying correlation structure. The correlation in this algorithm is merely based on the distance between nodes, which
does not reflect the spatial correlation in video sensors since
there is a specific view range of these devices for capturing
videos or images. A transport, network and physical cross-layer
solution is provided in [5] that operates in two phases. It aims
to maximize data gathering while minimize end-to-end delay.
Transport layer estimates the end-to-end delay and only those
routes meeting the end-to-end delay constraints are selected,
while the physical layer adjusts the transmission radius and
rate in order to meet delay deadlines as well as data rate in a
given expected network lifetime. End-to-end delay based route
selection cannot provide persistent QoS since the change in
network conditions will be slowly reflected in adapting routes.
Although the objective of [28] is similar to the proposed
framework, however, the solution is quite different in many
ways. It does not consider energy efficiency, and no admission
control and link adaptation is implemented. The approaches
in [29] and [30] partially address the problem of providing
QoS support to maximum number of multimedia sources and
only seek for adaptive routing and link that can provide more
capacity. However, they do not consider the energy constraints
of sensor nodes in routing apart from lack of admission control.
Moreover, they do not implement the classification of traffic
and prioritizing the video traffic according to the importance
factor of each individual frame. Nevertheless, the existing
cross-layer approaches do not exploit the multipath routing
potential to address the high bandwidth demands and also there
is no control to preserve the QoS for each multimedia flow
when the large number of flows originate.
B. Routing Layer
The key challenge for routing protocols in WMSNs is to optimize network performance for required QoS support and energy conservation. Geographic routing protocols [9], [10] are
more suitable for WMSNs since they choose the shortest path
to the destination efficiently. However, these protocols need to
exploit the possibility of multiple paths to enhance the available bandwidth for high rate multimedia delivery. EQSR [10]
is a multipath routing protocol that provides service differentiation to allow delay sensitive traffic to meet deadlines, end-to-end
delay guarantees as well as reliability through redundancy. Similarly, a geographical directional routing (GDR) protocol [9] is
proposed for video sensor networks, which is based on directed
disjoint multipaths from the source to the sink. This approach is
suitable when there are only few video streams otherwise it may
result in flooding. Moreover, duplicate packets may cause congestion and in turn consume excessive energy for transmission
of extra packets including the routing cost. The authors of [13]
proposed a multipath based multiconstrained routing protocol
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for WSN. It exploits greedy routing for path selection subject
to reliability and delay constraints. Similarly, MMSPEED [11]
adopted a routing-MAC cross layer approach for real-time delivery of packets through multiple paths. These studies do not
consider the bandwidth requirement that is critical for video sensors and, thus, are not suitable for WMSNs. In [12], a greedy
routing algorithm based on directed diffusion is proposed. Its
objective is to maximize throughput and minimize delay. However, this protocols does not exploit the multiple paths to provide higher bandwidth, which is a preliminary requirement for
WMSNs. Hence, the existing routing protocols do not address
the issues of WMSNs in a unified way.
C. MAC Layer
Although ZigBee or IEEE 802.15.4 standard is devised for
low power devices to operate at short range, it is inevitable to be
employed for WMSN due to its low rate of 50–250 kbps. Similarly, ultra wideband (UWB) is also evolving to support high
rate for low power devices but they have very short transmission
range and are inapplicable to WMSNs requiring range in order
of few tens of meters to more. Whereas IEEE 802.11 standard
has already been widely accepted as a physical layer technology
and medium access control for mobile ad hoc networks and it is
commonly employed in many commercial-off-the-shelf video
devices, which are largely deployed for video surveillance and
monitoring applications. Moreover, its amendments [2] for QoS
support has made it a potential MAC candidate for WMSNs
with little modification for energy conservation. In the literature,
there exist many MAC layer schemes providing differentiated
access in traditional wireless sensor networks, by varying inter
frame size and contention window size [6]–[8]. A QoS-aware
MAC protocol [6] for WMSN is proposed that addresses the
bandwidth and delay constraint in addition to energy conservation through differentiated duty cycling. In this protocol, video
packets and best effort traffic are assigned different priorities,
which are mapped to multiple traffic classes of different contention window sizes. PQ-MAC [8] is an interesting scheme that
provides service differentiation through a doubling strategy. It
adds an advanced listening slot during its sleep cycle just to forward high priority data. Thus it aims to reduce latency of delay
sensitive traffic. MAQ [7] integrates CSMA/CA and TDMA to
support fair and predictable medium access for delay sensitive
traffic. It provides interleaving of CFP and CP to allow low latency channel access to delay sensitive traffic. Falah et al. [31]
has proposed an efficient transmission of H.264 video streams
using IEEE 802.11e. The scheme provides service guarantee by
mapping the video streams to controlled channel access phases
(CAPs) in the contention-free period and pre-empting the contention period if in progress. Such an idea is useful only for infrastructure based wireless networks and cannot be adopted for
WMSNs. These approaches mainly lacks in providing the fairness to multiple streaming flows and does not adopt the link to
the multimedia distortion perceived at the receiver.
Our Contribution: There exists no unified solution for efficient multimedia delivery of large number of video streams
in WMSNs. This paper addresses the implementation of maximizing the number of video sources such that the quality of
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individual source does not get affected. The existing studies
focus on guaranteed QoS through end-to-end resource negotiation and setting up routing paths. In contrast, we adopt stateless routing mechanism and resource negotiation is localized
within the neighborhood to avoid from the high overhead. Moreover, we incorporate application level information to optimize
the communication layers, which is not explored yet.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
A WMSN consists of stationary video sensor nodes which
are randomly dense deployed and a sink node (base station) that
is used to monitor a region of interest. We assume that all the
nodes as well as the sink are location-aware and the location
of sink is known to all the sensor nodes. Moreover, the transmission range
of each sensor node is identical and each is
equipped with omnidirectional antenna. If the sensors are deployed in the deployment area , then the average node density
in transmission radius is computed by
. For the
sake of simplicity, we use to represent the node density in a
circular region of radius in the rest of this paper.
A. Application Model
Due to higher node density, video streams are spatially
correlated that result in data redundancy. We use distributed
source coding (DSC) [17] at application layer to overcome data
redundancy, in which the spatially correlated sources encode
their video by assuming that the sink has already acquired side
information to jointly decode. In our source coding model,
source nodes encode VIDEO with mixed encoding consisting
of conventional video encoder to generate key frames, referred
to as I-Frames, for side information computation and lossy
Wyner-Ziv encoder exploiting side information to generate
much smaller frames, referred to as W-Frames. A group of
pictures (GOP) of size comprises of an I-Frame and
W-Frames. For tolerable encoding distortion , the output rate
of the source is computed by the following formula [26]:
(1)
and
are the bit rates of I-Frame and
where
W-Frame of source , respectively. In a dense video sensor network, the multiview image coding [27] has been used to exploit
spatial correlation of video sensor nodes by employing geometric prediction model that reduces the decoding losses. Such
a scheme only requires application level changes at the sink and
does not effect the cross-layer framework.
B. Network Model
We further assume that the routing algorithm is a unicast and
adopts to multiple paths to manage the bandwidth, delay, and
reliability constraints (which will be discussed in Section IV-A).
The routing algorithm is also a stateless in which the selection
of a forwarding node is purely based on the localized decision of
the relaying node and thus, fixed routing paths for the requests
are not established yet. We divide the forwarding region into
three zones for the three non-interfering (NI) paths through each
zone as shown in Fig. 1. Let
,
, and
be the subset
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is no greater than the tolerable distortion threshold
, i.e.,
. When a packet does not arrive at the receiver by its
playout deadline, the decoder conceals the missing information
to avoid interruptions and the playout continues at the cost of
higher distortion. The mean distortion introduced due to packet
loss rate is modeled as
(2)

Fig. 1. Multipath forwarding zones to establish non-interfering paths.

of neighboring nodes of in its three zones. Three paths ,
, and
are established corresponding to each zone, which
are originated at links , , and destined to the sink, where
,
, and
.
Let
and
represent the total incoming data rate
from the upstream nodes of and the total outgoing data rate
from to its downstream nodes through the paths , , and
, respectively, at any time instant . The values are measured
in a discrete time fashion in a sequence
of
sampling intervals of length . In a stateless routing protocol
that does not establish path a priori, we assume that if per hop
delay can be guaranteed under constrained number of hops, then
end-to-end packet deadline is presumably met [11].
Now, let be the end-to-end packet deadline from any source
to the sink. We use the minimum advancement
as m/hop
towards the sink and determine the expected hops count
from source to sink . By having hops count, we can compute
the per hop delay budget
for source .
Furthermore, the MAC layer is based on enhanced distributed
channel access (EDCA) of IEEE 802.11e [2], which is an enhancement for QoS in the legacy distributed coordination function (DCF) of IEEE 802.11. The multi-rate transmission modes
of IEEE 802.11 are exploited in order to dynamically achieve
the desired capacity and reliability. Assuming that the interface
supports number of transmission modes,
and
represents the bit error rate (BER) and the bandwidth of the interface operating at
mode selected by node , respectively, for
. Let
be the sampling period during which a node
measures per hop delay, link reliability and available bandwidth.
Moreover, a source sends its request only once in a sampling interval and if the request is rejected, then it attempts again in the
next interval.
C. Distortion Model
The quality of decoded video is affected by three factors:
encoding error
due to quantization, transmission errors
due to packet losses, and decoding error
introduced
due to the disparity of side information. However, the proposed
framework aims to control the distortion due to packet losses
and side information disparity due to variable group of picture
size, which are essentially independent to each other. Hence,
the overall distortion, , is computed as sum of and [23].
The quality of video is assumed to be acceptable only if it

is a constant value that describes the sensitivity of
where
the video decoder to an increase in error rate. If the decoder implements some advance error concealment techniques, then the
value is kept correspondingly low. and are two model parameters, where
and shows the efficiency of
loop filter for removing error whose value can be obtained from
some empirical results as discussed in [23]. Similarly, higher
motion-compensation disparity or inaccuracy of the side information function produces decoding errors. In practice, the larger
the value of , the higher the motion-compensation disparity
between the side information and distributed coded W-Frame
is predicted. The distortion introduced due to motion-compensated interpolation at the decoder using Wyner-Ziv distributed
coding is derived in [26]
(3)
where is the rate-distortion curve control parameter, which
is proportional to the error produced due to quantization and
is the spectral power density of motion-compensated
prediction error computed in [26].
D. Problem Definition
Let be the set of video sensors sending their data to the sink
in the network with meeting their constrained distortions, where
. A new request can be accommodated if each relaying node has adequate available bandwidth and also meets
the constraints for desired quality of video. If there is unlimited
bandwidth, every new coming request can be fulfilled, which,
however, is impossible in practice. To make the new request
admissible, one strategy is to increase the current link capacity
to a certain amount by using some link adaptation function in
multi-rate wireless interface, such as IEEE 802.11, and adaptive video encoding. Consider a video stream request sourced
at as a sequence of I-Frames and W-Frames for a GOP size
and encoded data rate . The source always keeps bandwidth
reserved for its own video stream and its admission is controlled
at the relaying nodes. If the request of source was rejected by
the relaying node at time
due to bandwidth limitation,
node increases the value of to reduce its data rate and sends
its request again at time . Given a set of new requesting sources
in the network, the problem is to maximize the admission of new
requests at the relaying nodes. We define as the new size of
GOP to reduce the source data rate
,
as data rate of
source at , as the mean packet delay measured by node for
packet size and
as the tolerable packet loss rate threshold.
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For a new request of , we formulate if this request is admissible
at the relaying node as

(4)
subject to
(5)
(6)
(7)
Fig. 2. Cross-layer QoS protocol architecture.

(8)
In the objective function (5), we aim to accommodate the source
by reducing its data rate and increasing the link capacity of relaying node using higher transmission mode. The first term is
the gain in bandwidth acquired by reduction in source data rate
in which source had higher data rate at time
and it is
reduced at time . At time
, the request might have been rejected previously and it attempts again at with lower data rate.
However, if it is the first attempt at time , then at
is
equal at . The difference of the second and third terms gives the
available bandwidth at the th transmission mode. Constraint
(5) ensures that the increase in GOP size does not cause to increase the distortion above the tolerable limit, while constraint
(6) guarantees the availability of bandwidth to all admitted requests. Constraint (7) ensures the selection of a forwarding node
whose mean packet delay is not higher than the per hop delay
budget of the source. Constraint (8) makes sure that the selection of a new higher rate transmission mode does not cause to
increase in packet losses above the tolerable packet loss rate. In
the following section, we describe the distributed algorithm for
the solution of the problems 5–9, while the global optimization
of the problem could be searched in future work.
IV. CROSS-LAYER QOS FRAMEWORK
QoS for multimedia contents is generally characterized by
four parameters; delay jitter, end-to-end deadline, bandwidth
and reliability over unreliable medium. In multimedia applications, delay jitter is compensated by carefully choosing
the playout time. However, packet deadline, bandwidth and
reliability are dealt in the network at different communication
layers jointly or separately. On the other hand, distortion is the
metric to measure the perceived QoS at sink node. Yet, energy
efficiency is the fundamental requirement for QoS support
in WMSN that must need to be incorporated during all the
network operations. In this framework, we consider per hop
bandwidth (6), delay (7), and reliability (8) constraints such
that the packets are delivered under probabilistic hop count
limit as discussed in Section IV-A. These constraints are met
collectively through interaction of application, routing, link and
MAC layers in a cross-layer architecture as shown in Fig. 2.
Whereas, the video distortion is estimated at the sink node

that sends feedback to the sources. Traffic classifier module
classifies the types of frames, i.e., I-Frames and W-Frames,
encapsulates the application data into a multimedia header
having fields of frame type, frame priority, and GOP size and
transfers it to the route classifier module. It is implemented
over the routing layer and also coordinates with the application
to adjust its rate, i.e., GOP size etc when the routing layer does
not find sufficient capacity to route the data. Route classifier
implements the proposed source directed multiple path routing
(SDMR) algorithm and chooses an appropriate path for frame
delivery. The link layer adaptation algorithm implemented at
link layer dynamically chooses the appropriate transmission
mode directed by the network layer to provide the required
bandwidth subject to the link reliability. Once, the packets
reach at MAC interface, MAC layer maps the packets to its
ACs according to their priorities.
A. Source Directed Multipath Routing (SDMR)
Forward error correction (FEC) schemes are generally useful
for real-time data transmission in order to avoid retransmissions
since it incurs delay in each attempt. On the other hand, video
streams in WMSNs have higher bandwidth requirements in contrast to the scalar data in conventional WSNs. Higher channel
coding rate and larger video data size need an excessive amount
of bandwidth. It is, therefore, imperative to utilize the available
bandwidth and other resources efficiently to support the QoS
in WMSN. To meet these objectives, we propose a multipath
routing algorithm to find geographically disjoint multiple paths
based on only local state information.
In multipath routing, source determines three possible paths
directed towards the destination sink as shown in Fig. 1.
is a primary path and obviously the shortest between the source
and destination among the three paths. The next hop is always
chosen within the distance from the origin line, called path
origin line (PoL) and is used as a primary path. The two secondary paths,
and , are also determined on location basis
and restricted above and below unit of distance from PoL, respectively. Hence, the three paths, , , and , are directed
along PoL,
( unit of distance above PoL) and
(
unit of distance below PoL), respectively. However, the separation of is loosely restricted that may be violated when the
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constraints have to be satisfied at the forwarding node. In the
following, first of all, we describe the heuristic to select the next
hop forwarding node and then provide an analysis for maximum
hops count of these paths to determine end-to-end QoS support.
1) Forwarding Node Selection: Due to random deployment,
it is highly likely that the forwarding nodes do not lie exactly on
PoL and there is always certain displacement from PoL. The relaying node , which is source initially, computes the displacement
for the forwarding node and uses it in the
next hop selection. Let
,
, and
be
the positions of relay node , the potential forwarding node ,
and the sink, respectively. We take
and the displacement of point from PoL, which is the closest to
at
the tangent to the line at an unknown point passing through
. Therefore, the dot product of the tangent and PoL is 0, i.e.,
. Thus, we obtain the point of intersection
of the tangent on
as

where the value of slope

is

Hence, the displacement of from

can be obtained as

Now, in order to select a forwarding node, node computes the
resistance
for each of the potential node that belongs to
the set of forwarding nodes
compliance with the Constraints
(6)–(8). The resistance of a node with smaller displacement is
lower and higher if it is far from PoL. On the other hand, a node
will have lower resistance if its residual energy is higher than
the other forwarding candidates and vice versa. Let
be the
residual energy of node ,
for the node is computed as
follows:
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Note that the resistance in (9) is calculated online and does
not incur any extra communication overhead since the required
information are reported in the periodical hello beacon by each
node. Thus, a forwarding node exploits the information of its
neighbors in routing by computing
for each of its neighbor
online. The computational complexity of node is in
the order of neighbor density
and upstream nodes
, i.e.,
. Moreover,
is not computed for every packet
routing decision rather periodically corresponding to the hello
beacon frequency since the information are only updated at that
frequency.
2) Maximum Hops Limit: SDMR guarantees the constraints
on a single hop and provides an estimate to the maximum hops
count on the basis of node density. Thus, such an assumption
leads to the QoS support from source to destination subject
to the certain node density. In this section, we analyze the relationship between the maximum hops count or route length
from source to sink and nodes density by adopting
the SDMR algorithm. By defining minimum advancement of
units of distance in the forwarding node selection, a packet
always progresses unit of distance towards the sink. Typically, the value of is set proportional to the average distance
of neighboring nodes of the source in order to incorporate node
density in routing progress. In the worst scenario on path
with minimum progress of , the routing path will follow a
see-saw pattern as shown in Fig. 1. The number of hops
from source to the sink can be simply determined by
.
However, it requires certain node density so that at least one
forwarding node is present at distance between and , i.e.,
. For , the forwarding region can be determined as
. Therefore, in order to meet constraint
of minimum advancement , it is required that the node density
ensures the deployment of at least one node in the forwarding
region. It implies that
, where
is the density in
forwarding zone 2 and is obtained as
(10)

(9)
where is a weighted factor that determines the contribution
of each factor in computing the resistance force. The node
is selected as a forwarding node if it has the lowest
resistance, i.e.,
. Thus, by combining the both factors allows to select nodes closer to PoL but
with the balanced energy consumption. One can define a suitable value of according to the application requirements. If the
end-to-end QoS support is far more important than the energy
efficiency, then is kept lower that ensures that more closer
nodes along PoL will be selected for routing and thus shorter
path is followed. On the other hand, the large value of would
enhance the network lifetime. Note that the above derivation is
made for path . Paths
and
differ by their origin lines
and have longer distance. Moreover, in paths
and , a relay
node ends up with a situation when it does not find a forwarding
node with minimum advancement
along its path origin line.
The situation is assumed to be in the neighbour of sink. Here,
SDMR follows the directed routing from relaying nodes to the
sink.

For a given value of , we can compute the expected route length
for node along
with minimum advancement and probability
as
(11)
Assuming uniform nodes distribution, we can compute

as

(12)
Hence, by putting the value of

in (11), we obtain
(13)

at the given node
This gives the expected route length for
density. The expected number of hops decreases as the node
density increases and vice versa. Intuitively, the reliability of
achieving QoS is increased if the expected route length is small
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because it gives more flexible per hop delay budget (Constraint
8) and tolerable packet loss rate (Constraint 9). In order to increase the bandwidth, SDMR also explores two more node-disjoint paths
and . On the basis of above analysis, we can
also determine the route length for paths
and , which is
assumed to be equal, i.e.,
. Unlike
which is directed along the PoL, paths
and
traverse longer distance
from source to destination due to the paths disjointness scheme,
which is obtained
. Moreover, the forwarding
area of
and
is half of the area of
that requires to have
node density in zone 1 and zone 3 twice the density in zone 2.
Therefore, the expected hops count
can be estimated
accordingly as

(14)
Intuitively, we obtain the possible hops count
by considering node density as

for SDMR

if
otherwise.
Thus, per hop delay budget for source can be computed by
. The value of in first case is smaller due to larger
route length, which is based on the higher node density. However, if the density is lower as conditioned in the second case,
then the value of is higher that relaxes the per hop delay requirement due to lower node density. Hence, the routing algorithm adopts to the given node density.
Lemma 1: Paths
, , and
are node disjoint if
.
Path origin lines for the three paths have minimum separation
of units of distance. That is a node lying on one PoL cannot
receive transmission from a node on other PoL. Therefore, paths
can be established node disjoint if the node density is adequate
to have forwarding nodes along the PoLs. The node density for
path
is derived in (11), where
can be established if and
only if
. Alternatively, we can express the condition
as

The above inequality can be restated as

Since the forwarding zones
and
for paths
and , respectively, are half of the forwarding zone , node density requirement for paths
and
is twice. Intuitively, in order for
three paths , , and , separated by distance , to exist, the
node density must be double the given in (11), hence

B. Source Admission Control
In order to meet the bandwidth constraint, the framework
incorporates some source admission control at each node. The
admission control is based on the estimated traffic flow of the
forwarding node. Recall that
and
represents
the total incoming traffic from upstream nodes of and total
outgoing data rate from node to its downstream neighboring
nodes through the paths , , and , respectively, at any
time instant . The available bandwidth of a link between nodes
and at time is represented by
. Thus

where
is a control function that indicates the admission of a
new upstream source node through node . In other words, it
implicitly provides a flow admission control at node to avoid
congestion and takes the value as
if
Each source stamps the packet with its encoding data rate
and delay budget , and transmits it over to first hop forwarding
node. Source node is generally able to find first hop forwarding
node because it keeps the bandwidth reserved at outgoing links
for its own requirement. In other words, node allows the upstream traffic only if
, where its own traffic
may not necessarily be in progress and may start at any moment.
Therefore, we can assume that the source is able to find a forwarding node for at least one hop. Source transmits only its first
packet, representing the new source request, and waits until network feedback is received. If the request packet is successfully
received at the sink, no matter what path is followed, then the
sink generates the ACK packet and sends it to the source node.
If a source receives an ACK, then it resumes the transmission of
subsequent packets.
The transmission of first packet may be stopped at any intermediate relay node, which is due to the violation of any of
the constraints. Mainly, it happens due to lack of required bandwidth. However, if the relay node has adequate bandwidth to
forward the packet and the mean packet delay
of its existing
traffic to any of the forwarding node is also smaller than ,
then it accepts the source request and updates its input traffic to
.
Although the bandwidth is reserved at the first relay node, it
does not mean that it will necessarily be selected for subsequent
packets. This ensures that at least one node would exist along
the path to route the source traffic. In practice, any node in forwarding region can be chosen along the path vicinity within
units of distance along PoL. Intuitively, reservation is not meant
strictly for nodes allowing the source request packet to reach the
sink but it is considered as the reservation along the PoL path
vicinity. Therefore, any node in forwarding zone along PoL can
be the potential relay node subject to the constraints. Hence,
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each node estimates its bandwidth using the bandwidth estimation technique given in [24] and broadcasts the information in
its periodical hello beacon that also contains the residual energy and location coordinates. On the other hand, if node is
unable to meet the bandwidth requirements, then it runs the link
adaptation algorithm described in the next section to accommodate the request. If there exists no high rate transmission mode
at to provide extra bandwidth under the given link reliability
constraint, then it sends back the reject message to its upstream
node . Node forwards the request to another node in the forwarding region and continues recursively. In this situation, there
are three possibilities: first, will find a forwarding node successfully, second, there is no such forwarding node, and third,
the attempt time exceeds the hop delay . The first case lets the
request to proceed further at downstream nodes. However, the
second and third cases trigger the reject message. When the reject message is received by the source , it reduces its encoding
data rate according to (1) and sends the request again until either
the request is successful or the tolerable distortion threshold has
reached in reducing the encoding rate. In the former case, the
source is admitted in the network and has acquired sufficient resources to transport its video. While in the latter case, the source
cannot be accommodated at the moment and will initiate its request after the next bandwidth sampling interval.

C. Multirate Link Adaptation (MLA)
Link adaptation algorithm is designed to switch between different transmission modes from the set of size
either to
increase the bandwidth or to reduce the packet error rate. In
former case, the link is promoted to a higher rate mode to accommodate the new source request. While in the latter case, the
link is demoted to a lower rate but more reliable transmission
mode to minimize packet error rate. Assume that is operating
at mode , for
, that supports bandwidth with link
error rate . Therefore, at mode , the expected packet error
rate
can be computed by
. Now let,
be the
packet error rate measured during the interval
seconds. The
gives an estimate to the deviation from the expected
ratio
packet error rate, which is accounted in selection of a new transmission mode. Recall that
is the end-to-end tolerable packet
loss rate that accounts for the total packet error rate over
number of hops from source to the sink . In order to keep the
packet error rate lesser than the given threshold value
, the
link selection must ensure that
since the packet
loss rate is multiplicative at each hop. In other words, the link
quality at each forwarding node for traffic of source ensures
that
. Besides the current request, the reliability of
existing sources must also be maintained. Hence, we can define
the minimum reliability threshold of node for set of upstream
sources
as
(15)
be the medium access time of node and the overLet and
head time during a sampling period of length , respectively.
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The available bandwidth is then proportional to
.
If it is smaller than the required data rate of new request, then
the request can be accepted if there exists a mode subject to
the following conditions:
1)
2)
3)
The first condition implies that there exists a higher rate transmission mode. The second condition ensures that per hop reliability is not compromised to accommodate the new source.
While in the third condition, we switch to a mode that can provide enough bandwidth to accept the request. Intuitively, if none
of the condition is unsatisfied, the link remains operating on its
current mode and the request is rejected. It is important to note
that the selection of a new mode must not degrade the reliability
of the existing sources in terms of error rate.

D. IEEE 802.11e Based MAC
In this section, we describe how per hop delay is guaranteed
at MAC layer, which is stamped in the packet as hop delay
budget by the routing protocol SDMR. As discussed earlier,
MAC layer is based on the enhanced distributed coordination
function (EDCF) provided in IEEE 802.11e wireless LAN standard to support QoS demanding traffic [31]. Recall that QoS
is supported in this standard through service differentiation by
providing four prioritized access categories
,
,
, and
for voice, video, best-effort, and background traffic, respectively. This implies that the frames queued
in
get higher priority than frames in the other
.
We exploit this prioritized scheduling to support QoS in more
efficient way. Furthermore, the standard also defines the size
of burst called
that allows to transmit
number of frames simultaneously through single RTS/CTS
frames exchange.
Besides the prioritized scheduling, we also define a maximum
burst size to set different
for each
in which
is allowed the largest burst size and
has the
smallest value according to their priority. Hence, the value of
for access category
is set to
, where
takes the values 1, 1, 4, and 8 for
,
,
,
and
, respectively. The value of should be greater or
equal to the highest value of so that at least one frame can
be transmitted from the lowest priority
in each round. The
values of are not fixed and can be set according to application
requirement. However, such a scheme would prevent starvation
of the lower priority traffic and intuitively provides fairness corresponding to the values of . Let be the collision probability
[25] and
be the packet error rate at mode . Assuming that
frame failures due to collision and transmission error are independent, the probability of failure
is
. The number of
expected retransmissions
at link operating in mode can
be obtained by
The probability
of successful frame transmission after
attempts is
before reaching maximum
retransmission limit , i.e., for
. However, it is zero
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for
and
when
. We can obtain the
average backoff time for an access category as follows:

Hence, the time

required for transmission of a frame is

However, this time is, generally, required for a frame at the head
of the queue of access category contending for the medium. In
our approach, each frame does not spend this time to transmit
the packet because a burst of frames of size
are
transmitted consecutively once the medium is captured for the
first frame in burst. Therefore, the second frame in burst has
to wait
sec, the second frame
sec, and so
on. The burst transmission time is important to determine the
packet delay, which is obtained as

Frames in the next burst from the same AC will have to wait for
the next round until each
gets its fair share of the medium.
Hence, the worst case expected delay can be computed as the
accumulative delay required for transmission of a burst in each
having frames for transmission:
(16)
where
represents the probability of
having
frames for transmission. Thus per hop delay requirement for
source is met when
at the forwarding node
. If we assume only multimedia traffic, then frames are only
present in
and
and we take
. Thus the expected delay is significantly reduced. The source admission control algorithm at each
node accepts the source if it can tolerate the delay
. In
our proposed enhancements in IEEE 802.11e, I-Frames, reject,
feedback, and Ack messages are assigned to
, while
only W-Frames are initially assigned to
. However, if
there exists a W-Frame that cannot be transmitted in the current
burst but has per hop delay limit shorter than
, then it is
moved to
. Thus, it allows to transmit short delay constrained W-Frames in the following burst since the control is
switched to
and intuitively it gets opportunity on both
.
To further minimize the chances of missing per hop deadline, the scheduling algorithm selects a frame that has minimum
per hop remaining deadline computed locally using hop delay
budget rather than a head-of-queue frame and passes it from
link layer queue to MAC for transmission. This ensures that
nodes which are at higher hops far from the sink and has, therefore, shorter deadlines, get higher priority within the same
and are transmitted earlier. Such a scheme would balance the
packet delivery of farther and closer nodes and implicitly provides bandwidth fairness. The average frame delay in each AC

Fig. 3. Average frame delay in each AC with different values of
collision probability 0.2.

and fixed

at different values of is shown in Fig. 3. The larger the burst
size is allowed, lower the average delay is experienced. However, a new frame, which cannot be transmitted in the current
burst of any AC, experiences delay as sum of the delay in all
ACs or time taken to complete a round. Thus, as we increase the
size of bursts by choosing larger value of , the more time will
be required to complete the round. Hence, the maximum frame
transmission delay increases accordingly. The analysis provide
a basis to select the suitable parameters according to the given
application scenario and requirement. For example, taking the
farthest possible source from the sink, we can determine the
worst per hop delay budget at given node density. Using this
value of , we can choose the value of for which
.
Intuitively, the per hop delay is guaranteed in our IEEE 802.11e
based MAC protocol.
Lemma 2: End-to-end QoS can be guaranteed with some
probability , given that
.
We have defined the video distortion, bandwidth, packet
delay and packet losses metrics as the QoS parameters for
multimedia support in WSNs. In the proposed cross-layer
architecture, source admission control algorithm ensures that
per hop input traffic does not exceed the capacity of the link
and thereby bandwidth is reserved for the source streams that
guarantees bandwidth constraint. MLA provides link adaptation to accommodate new sources if the existing link bandwidth
is inadequate. However, the algorithm switches to higher link
rate if the expected packet loss rate at the new mode does not
exceed the per hop packet loss tolerance of the sources and
hence limits the loss rate to achieve the required packet reliability of each source. The QoS-based MAC protocol provides
an estimate of the probable per hop frame delay
, which
is used by source admission to make sure that the per hop delay
requirement of source is also supported by the node. Thus, the
delay constraint can be meet subject to the following condition:
(17)
can be determined based on
where the route length for
the node density, advancement
and the maximum distance between the farthest node and sink
by
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. Therefore, the inequality (17)
yields

(18)
Here
, and
are fixed values, while
varies dynamically whose expected value
is formulated in 17. The
fraction on the right-hand side of the inequality (18) approximates the probability that the delay constraint is preserved, i.e.,
. For instance, if the application sets the
deadline too short against
, then it conceives low probability of achieving QoS accordingly and vice versa. Thus, (18)
yields
(19)

Fig. 4. Video quality measured at different GoP size
for 10 sources.

and packet loss rate

This is simplified as
(20)
Hence, end-to-end QoS can be supported with the probability
subject to the constraint
.
E. Sink-Feedback Based Distortion Control
Distortion is the basic metric to determine the quality of
video. It appears in the video due to various factors, such as
encoding losses at the source, inadequate network support for
encoded data transmission and decoding losses at the receiver.
Among these, network support, particularly in WSNs, is highly
dynamic that causes the distortion to vary over space and time
scales, which must need to be controlled to support persistent
video quality. The sink-feedback based distortion control
algorithm aims to keep the source video distortion under the
application specified threshold . The distortion threshold is
used to determine the tolerable packet losses and GOP size
[23], [26]. While the packets deadline is specified to account the
playout delay at the sink. Therefore, if the packets are received
later than their given deadline, then they are not played out
and have the effect on video quality similar to lost packets.
Hence, for a given value of , the other parameters GOP size
, packet loss rate
, and deadline
are determined.
This allows to dynamically change the values of ,
, and
according to varying network conditions so that the perceived
video distortion is kept under .
Assume that source is sending its video to the sink and set
the values of using (1),
using (2) and corresponding to
the play out delay to satisfy . The sink perceives distortion
for the source and the video quality is satisfactory given
that
. However, if
, then the causes of higher
distortion is determined by the sink. One of the possible reasons is the late packets arrival, i.e., packets are received later
than seconds, which are treated as lost packet by the decoder
and incur distortion. If the late arrivals persists for three consecutive sampling intervals, then the playout time is increased
corresponding to the excessive delay of packets by the sink to

Fig. 5. Number of sources admitted at different time under the constrained distortion of each individual source.

remedy the impact of delayed packets. An increase in play out
time would required larger buffer capacity at the sink, which is
not a big deal for the sink since it does not face resource constraints problem.
Similarly, if the distortion is observed due to higher packet
loss rate than the given value of
, then packet losses can be
either transient or persistent. Transient losses generally occur
due to temporary channel fading or noise at some intermediate
nodes, which may result in higher losses temporarily. While persistent losses are observed due to network saturation that results
in congestion at some intermediate nodes. Sink node observes
the losses and if the loss rate does not exceed the threshold for
more than three consecutive sampling intervals, then the losses
are assumed transient. In the latter case, the higher loss rate
is observed for more than three successive intervals and is assumed to be persistent, which is considered as a congestion indication. In either case, the sink sends a feedback message back to
the source(s) for which higher losses are observed. Note that, the
frequency of such messages is usually low and are transmitted
with the highest priority traffic class in IEEE 802.11e protocol.
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Fig. 6. Average packet delay for different number of source nodes by varying
packet error rate .

Fig. 7. Packet deadline-miss-ratio at different values of and node density
using number of nodes at
by varying sources.

The feedback message contains the observed distortion and
the type of loss, which is either transient or persistent. In case
of transient losses, the transmission conditions are assumed to
be hostile that requires more reliable transmission mode. Thus,
the source node reduces its packet loss threshold accordingly
in the subsequent packets. This will trigger the link adaptation
algorithm at the intermediate nodes to select a more reliable
transmission mode meeting the source reliability requirements.
If the persistent loss is reported by the sink, then the network
capacity is presumed to be inadequate and therefore source reduces its encoding rate. This is achieved by increasing the value
of using (1) to adjust to its minimum possible rate subject to
the distortion threshold. Intuitively, the distortion is controlled
by taking feedback message from the sink.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
cross-layer design of the routing protocol in WMSNs using network simulator ns-2 [37] and a patch for video streaming [35].
The performance metric is the quality of video measured as
the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean opinion score
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Fig. 8. Total energy consumed in sending foreman video stream by varying
number of source nodes at different packet error rate .

Fig. 9. Average PSNR measured at sink node by varying packet error rate
and different number of source nodes.

(MOS) as a video quality of experience widely used in literature [4], packet delay, energy consumption, and throughput. The
setup consists of 100 nodes deployed uniformly in 300 300
field with sink at the center. The number of sources are variable and selected at least 3 hops away from the sink. Two types
of data sources are running; CBR source generates traffic at 125
KB/sec and video generates frames at 30 frames per second. Path
loss exponent is set to 2 and shadowing deviation to 4. Simulations are performed about 5 to 10 times for each scenario with
the confidence interval of 99%.
In the first scenario, the quality of video is measured for 10
video sources sending their video data to the sink. Fig. 4 shows
the PSNR value at different encoding rate and GOP size . The
value of is optimal for the distortion threshold and encoding bit
rate as given in [26]. However the video quality drops if packet
losses are incorporated in measuring the distortion. Hence, for
higher packet losses, we reduce the value of to achieve the
desired quality. Approximately 18% PSNR value is dropped at
20% packet losses. Similarly, the adaptivity of the cross-layer
design is depicted in Fig. 5 for varying number of sources up to
75. It shows that the number of admitted sources are increased
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Fig. 10. Snapshot of a foreman video transmitted by a sensor node to sink with non-adaptive and adaptive cross-layer framework. (a) Original image in a snapshot of foreman video. (b) Image of a snapshot of foreman video with adaptive cross-layer design. (c) Image of a snapshot of foreman video with non-adaptive
transmission.

to 40% with adaptive source and link as compared to the fixed
source encoding and single mode transmission. The value can
be increased further if the decoding distortion threshold is set
to higher value, which is increased from 0.0025 to 0.0035. Thus
by compromising the video quality to some extent, the number
of admitted sources can be maximized.
In the second scenario, different number of sources are
sending their foreman video streams at different packet error
rates. The average delay of up to 10 sources is reported in
Fig. 6. If the packet error rate is negligible, then there is a
slight increase in delay because the link can be promoted to
higher mode to attain more bandwidth and also SDMR follows
multiple disjoint paths to distribute the load among three different paths. Hence, the admission of a new source does not
necessarily increase the delay of existing admitted sources.
On the other hand, by increasing the error rate, the delay also
increases for higher number of sources. It is due to the fact that
at higher error rate, the lower reliable mode of lesser bandwidth
is selected that causes to increase the queuing delay and thus
the packet transmission delay is increased. The delay for six
video streams at 30% packet error rate is below 1 second. Thus,
setting playout deadline to 1 second would limit the distortion
due to higher packet error rate.
Similarly, Fig. 8 illustrates the total energy consumed in
sending video streams by different number of sources. Obviously, energy increases by increasing the traffic that is due to
the admission of new sources as well as retransmission due
to higher packet error rate. However the energy consumption
can be controlled for retransmissions using link adaptation. For
higher error rate with smaller number of sources, the link is
switched to more reliable mode to conceal the higher error rate
and thus lesser energy is consumed, which is evident up to four
sources. Thus by increasing the error to 30% for 10 sources,
approximately 40% more energy is consumed. Moreover, the
load balancing strategy of SDMR prevents from continuously
selecting the same forwarding node and hence the deviation in
the remaining energy of nodes is observed to be very small.
Fig. 7 depicts the packet deadline miss-ratio. At lower node
, miss-ratio is high particularly at lower
density at
. However, the miss ratio is reduced
deadline
by setting the required probability to higher value of 0.85.
Following Lemma 2, the density is increased by increasing the
nodes from 100 to 150 to decrease the miss-ratio. Moreover,
when is higher, per hop delay budget is also higher at the
given node density and intuitively miss-ratio is lower.

Fig. 11. Aggregated throughput of video and CBR flows.

The effect of packet error rate is also investigated in measuring the quality of video in terms of PSNR, where the
threshold is set to 15 dB. The sources are admitted only if the
sink perceives PSNR value greater than the defined threshold.
Fig. 9 shows the PSNR value for different sources at varying
packet error rate. Whenever a source is admitted, it causes to
increase in delay and possibly selection of lower reliable mode
that eventually degrades the quality. The admission is made as
long as the sink does not complain for the lower PSNR value.
As a result, higher error rate keeps degrading the quality until
the threshold is reached. Increasing packet error rate to 30%,
the PSNR is dropped to approximately 50% for 10 sources
but is not much affected at lesser number of sources. The
snapshot of the video is shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that
the cross-layer framework preserves the quality of video in
Fig. 10(b) to some extent by differentiating I and W frames,
which is closer to the original snapshot in Fig. 10(a), while the
quality in non-adaptive design is faded as shown in Fig. 10(c).
Throughput of the framework is also reported in Fig. 11. The
impact of CBR traffic on video flows is studied to observe the
throughput of video traffic. It can be seen that the throughput
of video traffic is not much affected by increasing the CBR
flows from 4 to 8 that remains persistent. The high peaks in
video flows are mainly caused due to the arrival of I-frames of
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Finally, the overheads incurred during data delivery in the
proposed framework is shown in Fig. 13. Clearly, the number of
overhead packets does not increase with the same proportion of
increase in the number of sources in our framework employing
SDMR routing, which is barely 10% by increasing sources from
1 to 20. On the other hand, the increase in overhead packets
is significantly high when AODV is used with IEEE 802.11e
MAC protocol. It is due to the fact that SDMR transmits periodic
hello messages regardless of the number of sources showing its
control messages higher than AODV initially but maintains with
slight increase afterwards due to some reporting messages.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Fig. 12. MOS values at different packet error rate by varying the number of
video sources.

Fig. 13. Overheads in the proposed framework for different number of sources.

This paper proposed a cross-layer design architecture to address the problem of maximizing the number of video sources
admitted without affecting the quality of existing sources in
WMSNs. In this architecture, application layer, routing layer
and data link layer interact adaptively with each other to achieve
the objective. Unlike the existing studies, our cross-layer design
is capable of interacting with the application layer to choose
the appropriate GoP size according to network conditions and
feedback received from the sink. Moreover, we propose a novel
source directed routing protocol, which is a stateless routing and
does not negotiate the end-to-end resource requirement. QoS is
provided hop by hop, which is achieved end-to-end by bounding
the maximum hop count on the basis of the node density. The
design also exploits the availability of multiple transmission
modes of wireless interface, i.e., IEEE 802.11, to select a mode
that has higher transmission rate with constrained error rate.
Hence, the value of , routing paths and transmission modes are
selected such that the distortion in video is restricted below the
application defined threshold with maximum number of sources
sending their data to the sink.
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